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Religious Affections - Jonathan Edwards 2022-06-09
‘The Religious Affections’ is quite possibly one of the most important
books ever written by America's greatest theologian Jonathan Edwards in
1746. Edwards wrote the Treatise to explain how true religious
conversion to Christianity occurs. He describes how emotion and
intellect both play a role, but ‘converting grace’ is what causes
Christians to ‘awaken’ to see that forgiveness is available to all who have
faith that Jesus' sacrifice atones for all sins. This is one of the
unsurpassed religious masterpieces ever produced, which distinguishes
between true and false religion by defining a believer's correct affections
and explaining their importance. Edwards further identifies the
distinction between genuine-seeming and legitimate affections. Essential
reading for divinity students and those studying American religious
history.
Stolen Legacy - George J.M. James 2022-07-06
Originally published in 1954, ‘Stolen Legacy’ by George J.M. James is a
bold and uncompromising book. James argues that the ‘Greek
Philosophy’ in which nearly all of Western culture has its roots actually
originated in ancient Egypt Drawing on careful historical research and a
radical rethinking of the conventional narrative of Greek history. He
asserts that our celebration of the ancient Greeks as the creators of
Western civilization and philosophy is misattributed. Furthermore, this
massive intellectual and cultural theft has helped lend credence to the
damaging notion that the entire continent of Africa has contributed
nothing to world civilization. It is indeed surprising how, for centuries,
the Greeks have been praised by the Western World for intellectual
accomplishments which belong without a doubt to the Egyptians or the
peoples of North Africa. An important book for understanding the history
of philosophy, culture, and race in the modern world, this book is not to
be missed.
The Ego and the Id - Sigmund Freud 2020-01-30
In this book, The Ego and the Id, Sigmund Freud delves deeper into the
concepts of the human mind and the results of the conflicts and workings
between them. All human behaviors and traits, according to this 1923
study, derive from the complicated interactions of three elements of the
psyche: the id, the ego, and the superego. Freud claimed these
components of the human psyche controlled all processes of personality,
behaviors, and traits in a person. The Id was a person’s most basic and
impulsive instincts—the ones that feed into our deepest desires and
physical needs. The Super-Ego was the opposite of the id. This
component controlled our highest morals and standards, operating
through our conscience and making us desire to be our most ideal-selves.
The piece in the middle is the Ego. The ego mediates between the id and
realities of the world around us, while being supervised (and guilted) by
the super-ego.
Success Through a Positive Mental Attitude - Napoleon Hill
2019-10-05
Your success, health, happiness, and wealth depend on how you make up
your mind! One side of your mind has positive mental attitude and the
other side has negative mental attitude. A positive attitude will naturally
attract the good and the beautiful. The negative attitude will rob you of
all that makes life worth living. By helping you recognize the important
person that you are and making you believe that you can change your
world, this book helps you discover and unleash the power of your
mental attitude.
Essays on the Gita - Sri Aurobindo 2022-09-02
First published in 1922, ‘Essays on the Gita,’ which is one of the most
sacred Scriptures in the world written by Sri Aurobindo, an Indian
philosopher, yoga guru, maharishi, poet, and Indian nationalist. He was
also a journalist, editing newspapers such as Vande Mataram. This
philosophical poem focuses on a conversation between the Pandava
prince Arjuna and the Beloved Lord Krishna, an Avatar of the god
Vishnu. They converse about a variety of theological and philosophical
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issues regarding wisdom, devotion, self-knowledge, self-realization, ego,
inner power, karma, and dharma. In this proficient study of the
Bhagavad Gita, Sri Aurobindo defined the spiritual realization that not
only liberated but transformed human nature, promoting a divine life on
earth. The main purpose of his teachings was to boost the level of
consciousness of people and to make people mindful of their true selves.
The Law and the Promise - Neville Goddard 2022-07-06
Originally published in 1961, ‘The Law and the Promise’ was written by
Neville Goddard, who was one of the most extraordinary and ardently
practical spiritual thinkers of the past century. Writing and lecturing
under the solitary name Neville, this modern mystic enthralled audiences
with one simple, radical idea: the human imagination is God. Whatever
you think and feel, Neville taught, you literally out-picture in your world.
This is the mystic at the peak of his abilities, providing ideas and
examples of how everyday people succeeded using his methods. This
book contains arguably the most amazing success stories involving the
‘Law of Attraction’ ever published. Inside you will hear dozens of
incredible first person accounts from people who transformed their lives
by unlocking the power of their imagination.
51 Must Know Facts About Human Body - GP Editors 2022-12-01
The human body is an incredible living, breathing, moving, eating,
thinking and interactive machine. Your body is an unimaginable gift,
inside which there are millions of profound parts working together
amazingly to keep you alive in a healthy and active way. Each body is an
individual with its own unique personality differences, yet is constructed
and works in a very similar manner. There are still some wondrous
mysteries that have not yet been figured out. The human body is pretty
smart when you think about all the things it does. Human beings are
unlike most other creatures—walk upright on two legs and create ideas
using brains and hands. The body grows bigger, builds new body parts to
replace old ones, repairs itself if it gets injured, has special parts to
sense light, sounds, smells, tastes and objects. Learn and explore the
most fascinating facts about your body with ‘51 Must Know Facts about
Human Body’. Discover the sensational systems and senses, magnificent
structures, all revealed in an exciting, simplified and intriguing
approach. You will be impelled to care for your wonderful body, once you
find out the amazing things it does for you! Titles in this Series: ● 51
Must Know Facts About Brain (9789389716399) ● 51 Must Know Facts
About Heart (9789389716474) ● 51 Must Know Facts About Blood
(9789389716931) ● 51 Must Know Facts About Lungs (9789389716672)
● 51 Must Know Facts About Human Body (9789354995309) ● 51 Must
Know Facts About Albert Einstein (9789391181147) ● 51 Must Know
Facts About Anne Frank (9789391181659)
The Authority of the Believer - John A MacMillan 2021-05-28
The Authority of the Believer urges the faithful Christian to take utmost
cognizance in their deeds and words, that their closeness to the Lord be
soundly affirmed each day. A sublime series of reflections upon what it is
to be a good Christian, ‘The Authority of the Believer’ allows the reader
to deeply contemplate. Reflecting on many of the greatest lessons and
deeds depicted in the Bible, together with experiences in his own life,
John MacMillan shows us just how powerful and capable a true believer
in God can be. Faith, purely held and defended against the temptations
and distractions of life, is a tool of immense use—the power of Christ and
the Heavenly Lord can serve as a great support. John A. MacMillan was a
Canadian politician and a preacher who spent his younger years as an
emissary to the Chinese and Asian communities of Western Canada,
spending time in both Asia and North America where he spread the good
word of Christ.
Egyptian Magic - Sir E.A. Wallis Budge 2022-07-05
‘Egyptian Magic’ is a well-known study by E.A. Wallis Budge, long
curator of Egyptian antiquities at the British Museum, sums up
everything that is known about the wonder-working of ancient Egypt. For
millennia, Egypt, the dark land, has been considered the home of magic.
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Even their most severe critics, the ancient Hebrews, admitted the power
of Egyptian magic. After a general discussion of the role of magic in
Egyptian religion proper—Dr. Budge covers the powerful amulets that
ward off evil spirits; the scarabs of immortality; the use of wax images
and spirit placements; magical pictures and formulas; magic via the
secret name; magic of sounds; rituals; curses; destruction of hostile
magic; determination of fortunate dates, and many of the other practices
of the ancient Nile dwellers. Dozens of magic formulas are given in
full—both in the original Egyptian sounds, as far as they can be
recreated—and in English; dozens of excerpts are also given from the
magical papyri, tomb inscriptions, and other sources. Many wonderful
tales are told in these Egyptian stories; mind control, enforcing will upon
animals, suspended animation, calling up the dead, finding ancient books
of incredible magical power, and other miraculous events that we may or
may not believe.
My Life : Amitabh Bachchan - GP Editors 2019-10-22
Unlike other success stories of Bollywood, Amitabh's career did not start
off with a bang. Instead, it was quite the struggle for him to gain
recognition, then stardom and finally superstardom. He had twelve flops
and two hits by the time he turned thirty. However with the movie,
Zanjeer (1973) the angry young man persona was born—which would
become Big B's ticket to stardom! As an actor, Bachchan's career spans
over an astounding five decades, having worked with some of the biggest
names in the film industry. A name that has become synonymous with
Indian cinema, Amitabh Bachchan is arguably the superstar across
generations. This book is a must-read for every Bachchan's fan.
Chanakya Neeti (Illustrated Edition) - GP Editors 2019-09-20
Chanakya Neeti is a treatise on the ideal way of life and shows
Chanakya’s deep study of the Indian way of life. Chanakya is regarded as
a great thinker and diplomat in India. The book portrays about his
ideologies and ideas in diverse situations, which are pertinent even to
today’s times. The topics discussed in this book are morality, ethics,
governance and several others.
Meditation-And-Its-Methods - Swami Vivekananda 2021-01-01
'This book is a collection of the writings of Swami Vivekananda on the
theory and practice of meditation. It is more of an introductory book with
plenty of inspiration passages to motivate a reader to adopt meditation
for a better and peaceful life.
Relativity - Albert Einstein 2016-05-30
Albert Einstein is the unquestioned founder of modern physics. His
theory of relativity is the most important scientific idea of the modern
era. In this book Einstein explains, using the minimum of mathematical
terms, the basic ideas and principles of the theory which has shaped the
world we live in today. Unsurpassed by any subsequent books on
relativity, this remains the most popular and useful exposition of
Einstein’s immense contribution to human knowledge. In this work
Einstein intended, as far as possible, to give an exact insight into the
theory of relativity to those readers who, from a general and scientific
philosophical point of view, are interested in the theory, but who are not
conversant with the mathematical apparatus of theoretical physics. The
theory of relativity enriched physics and astronomy during the 20th
century. (Relativity: The Special and the General Theory by Albert
Einstein, 9789380914220)
Experiencing the Holy Spirit - Andrew Murray 2019-07-18
There are plenty of insights to get your spiritual fire burning in this book,
as Murray reveals the Holy Spirit and makes it come alive! Along with
the Bible and an open heart, this book can do much to change how we
view what it means to be filled with the Holy Spirit.
The God of All Comfort - Hannah Whitall Smith 2022-06-09
Originally published in 1906, ‘The God of All Comfort’ by Hannah Whitall
Smith, conveys an important and powerful message, that God isn’t angry
with you—He longs to give you peace and joy. Hannah Smith, who
suffered so much in her personal life, has an amazing Bible-based grasp
of God's love for each of us. This late nineteenth-century study holds a
well-deserved spot among the Christian classics, reminding God’s
children of His many promises of comfort, help, and love. Addressing
God’s powerful names, His role as shepherd and dwelling place, and His
complete sufficiency for human needs, this book will show you that
anxiety, fear, and insecurity are unnecessary feelings for Christians.
Lenten Meditations with Fulton J. Sheen - Fulton J. Sheen
2022-06-09
‘Lenten Meditations with Fulton J. Sheen’ are timeless words that inspire
the heart and imagination as readers embark on a Lenten journey toward
a better understanding of their spiritual selves. Covering the traditional
themes of Lent-sin and salvation, death and resurrection, sorrow and
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hope, ashes and lilies, the included passages and accompanying miniprayers offer readers a practical spiritual program as a retreat from the
cares and concerns of a secular world view. These reflections will lead
you daily through the Lenten and Easter seasons. Each quote is paired
with a complementary Scripture verse focusing on the themes of the
season- sacrifice, repentance, suffering, prayer, humility, and peace.
A Voice from the South - Anna Julia Cooper 2022-08-24
First published in 1892, ‘A Voice from the South’ is a collection of essays
focuses on racial progress and women’s rights by Anna Julia Cooper, an
American author, educator, sociologist, speaker, Black liberation activist,
and one of the most distinguished African-American scholars in United
States history. Born into slavery, she was the fourth African-American
woman to earn a doctoral degree, receiving a Ph.D. in history from the
University of Paris-Sorbonne in 1924. It is regarded as the first
statement of black feminism. Despite their imprint on nineteenth-century
social thought, these essays possess an urgent, modern tone,
characterized by a focus on debate and a scintillating wit. Topics include
the importance of women’s education as well as African Americans’
economic roles and their literary representation.
Five Lessons - Neville Goddard 2020-11-10
Neville delivered these lectures in Los Angeles in 1948. In this
unparalleled master class, Neville Goddard provides his most direct,
exquisitely clear lessons on using your mind to create the life you want.
In 1948 the modern mystic Neville Goddard presented a series of lessons
in Los Angeles that many have come to regard as the teacher's clearest,
most penetrating explanation of his methods of mental creativity. In
them, Neville explains why your mental images and feelings determine
your future. He provides his most direct, exquisitely clear method on how
to explore the divine nature of your mind and use it to create the life you
want. Preserving his words exactly as those original students heard
them, the five lessons are: 1. Consciousness Is the Only Reality 2.
Assumptions Harden into Fact 3. Thinking Fourth-Dimensionally 4. No
One to Change but Self 5. Remain Faithful to Your Idea
A Treatise on Good Works - Martin Luther 2022-04-15
Martin Luther (10 November 1483–18 February 1546) was a German
professor of theology, composer, priest, monk, and a seminal figure in
the Protestant Reformation. In ‘A Treatise on Good Works,’ Luther
presents a clear and accessible introduction to his deeply influential
theology. Offering simple and direct principles for Christian living, he
defines good works as all activities intended to help maintain the church.
The work preaches deep and profound moral lessons to human beings
everywhere. Luther preaches that good work requires complete faith in
God. For the reward of kindness to be received either in this world or the
hereafter, one must have complete trust in oneself and in the mightiness
of God. Luther's transformational idea of justification by faith alone was
often misunderstood and misrepresented in the early years of the
Reformation. In 1520, with his Wittenberg congregation in mind, Luther
set out to clarify the biblical foundation of good works. In doing so he
recast the very definitions of ‘sacred’ and ‘secular’ both for his own
generation and ours. The book is the second of an occasional series of
guides to key Reformation treatises. Luther’s main goal was to commend
a new, down-to-earth piety to all Christians. This piety was new, because
at its center was a radically different meaning of good works that would
transform the way believers practiced their faith. But while Luther
maintains that good works are important, he also argues that salvation
only comes from faith in God’s grace.
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman - Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
2022-06-08
First published in 1792, ‘A Vindication of the Rights of Women’ is a work
of crucial importance in intellectual history written by Mary
Wollstonecraft Shelley, an English novelist. Considered by most as
Western feminism's central heroine, Wollstonecraft argues that women
must be educated to develop their reason in order to throw off the
frivolous, debilitating role of man's plaything. Rather than cultivating
power from sexual allure, women should be honest, intelligent, and
independent. Her concern about how women's innate worth is
denigrated by improper definitions of the feminine in novels, in advice
literature, and in educational systems has inspired women for over two
centuries to contemplate the connections between power and femininity.
Mary Wollstonecraft’s work was received with a mixture of admiration
and outrage—Walpole called her ‘a hyena in petticoats’—yet it
established her as the mother of modern feminism.
The Wisdom of Life - Arthur Schopenhauer 2022-07-07
‘The Wisdom of Life’ is a short philosophical essay by the Nineteenthcentury German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860). In this
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last published work, Arthur breaks down happiness into three parts and
explores the nature of human happiness and tries to understand how one
should order his life so as to obtain the greatest possible amount of
pleasure and success. Arthur championed individual strength of will and
independent, reasoned deliberation above the irrational impulses that
animated most of society. This essay offers guidelines for living life to its
fullest, and conveys a message that a life well lived should always reach
beyond itself to a higher plane.
Self-Reliance and Other Essays - Ralph Waldo Emerson 2020-10-08
Follow the thoughts of essayist, poet and American Transcendentalism
founder Ralph Waldo Emerson as he discovered his own belief system in
the anthology Self-Reliance and Other Essays. In ‘Self-Reliance’,
Emerson explained that standing on one's own two feet against society
was essential to forming a strong union with God. Once this essay was
published, it received both wild praise and hurtful backlash from
different factions of America. However, Emerson pushed through the
negative criticism, stood against the crowd, and found himself stronger
in his faith than he ever had before. Emerson found that self-reliance, no
matter the situation, would always help the individual persevere and
become stronger. Because Emerson wrote for the common man, many of
his essays and poems are relatively simple and straight-forward; he
wanted audiences to understand his thoughts and identify with his
beliefs. He also wanted to wake them up from the conventional modern
life that he believed had often placated them. Emerson's writings were
meant to help the reader transcend to a more thoughtful mindset. His
essays discuss themes of philosophy, poetry, history, politics, ethics, and
literary criticism, all of which helped break people from what he believed
were their mediocre lives. He saw that humanity could become stronger
as a whole if people would take the steps to make themselves and their
minds stronger.
In His Steps - Charles M. Sheldon 2020-10-08
When a homeless man confronts the parishioners of First Church of
Raymond with their lack of Christ like mercy, the trajectory of their lives
is forever changed. Embarrassed and convicted, Pastor Henry Maxwell
challenges the congregation to commit to a full year of life beyond
Christianity as usual. Before every decision, they will ask themselves one
question: What would Jesus do? But the congregation finds that this is
easier said than done, as family strife, politics, and scorned lovers test
their resolve—and they soon see how a simple question can cause major
ripples far beyond their quiet little church. This classic that has been
inspiring and challenging readers to a spiritual adventure for over a
century now gets an updated look for a new generation.
Ten Days that Shook the World - John Reed 2020-10-08
John Reed, an American journalist and revolutionary writer and a close
friend of Lenin and was an eyewitness to the 1917 revolution in Russia.
Ten Days That Shook the World is Reed's extraordinary record of that
event. Writing in the first flush of revolutionary enthusiasm, he gives a
gripping account of the events in Petrograd in November 1917, when
Lenin and the Bolsheviks finally seized power. Containing verbatim
reports both of speeches by leaders and of the chance comments of
bystanders, and set against an idealized backdrop of soldiers, sailors,
peasants, and the proletariat uniting to throw off oppression, Reed's
account is the product of passionate involvement and remains an
unsurpassed classic of reporting. ‘Ten Days That Shook the World’ is a
must read for those interested in the socialistic movement and how it
shaped Russian history.
Mahatma Gandhi - Romain Rolland 2022-06-09
‘Mahatma Gandhi’ written by Romain Rolland, a French novelist and
Nobel Prize winner, presents the life and legacy of the legendary Indian
Political Leader. Mahatma Gandhi was an Indian lawyer, anti-colonial
nationalist and political ethicist, who employed nonviolent resistance to
lead the successful campaign for India's independence from British Rule,
and in turn inspired movements for civil rights and freedom across the
world. Rolland's book shows Gandhi's greatness and humanity, and
promotes being human, regardless of any religion or profession. Gandhi
symbolizes the human aspect of politics and political and spiritual
leadership. The biography also offers some historical facts about the
Indian culture and history, telling a lot about the British colonization and
how they got their independence while trying to keep the violence at
minimum under the leadership of Mahatma.
The Man Nobody Knows - Bruce Barton 2022-04-15
First published in 1925, ‘The Man Nobody Knows’ by American author
and advertising executive Bruce Barton, topped the nonfiction bestseller
list. In this book, Barton presents Jesus Christ as a businessman, and
'founder of Modern Business', in an attempt to make the story accessible
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to contemporary businessmen. Barton depicted Christ as a man's man,
not the meek, effeminate figure he had encountered in Sunday School.
Here was the world's first advertising man, whose parables sparkled as
models for modern jingle writers. Here was Christ, the world's greatest
business executive, who "picked up twelve men from the bottom ranks of
business and forged them into an organization that conquered the
world." Its lessons for the modern businessman are even more
compelling today. The example portrayed by Jesus Christ is clarified in
this book. From its pages, learn the keys to success, the secrets of
leadership, and the path to genuine happiness. In this day and age,
Barton's comparison of Biblical teachings, personalities, and situations,
offer great insights into the basic principles of developing a successful
business, encouraging a team, and supporting clientele.
The Christian Book of Mystical Verse - AW Tozer 2021-05-07
The motive of this book is to bring together in one convenient volume
some of the best devotional verse the English language affords, and thus
to make available to present day Christians a rich spiritual heritage
which the greater number of them for various reasons do not now enjoy.
The book includes works by Isaac Watts, Oliver Wendell Holmes, F.W.
Faber, Milman, Shirley, Wesley, Rossetti, Gerhardt, Pollock, Tate, Brady,
Tersteegen, Ware, Nicolai, Bonar and others. Tozer served forty-four
years of ministry, associated with the Christian and Missionary Alliance,
a Protestant evangelical denomination; thirty-three of those years were
served as a pastor in a number of churches. Tozer is the author of dozens
of books, two of which, ‘The Pursuit of God’ and ‘The Knowledge of the
Holy’, are considered classics. His books inspire the reader, the
possibility and necessity for a deeper connection with God. Both intimate
and exhilarating, ‘The Christian Book of Mystical Verse’ is a book for
anyone who seeks to worship God, and who finds the rich language of
Christians of old a great help in that endeavor.
The Common Reader - Virginia Woolf 2022-08-26
Published in two series, the first in 1925 and the second in 1932, ‘The
Common Reader’ is a collection of essays by Virginia Woolf, an English
writer, considered one of the most important modernist 20th-century
authors and a pioneer in the use of stream of consciousness as a
narrative device. Not written for scholars or critics, these essays are a
collection of Virginia Woolf’s everyday thoughts about literature and the
world—and the art of reading for pleasure. Woolf outlines her literary
philosophy in the introductory essay to the first series, and in the
concluding essay to the second series. The first series includes essays on
Geoffrey Chaucer, Michel de Montaigne, Jane Austen, George Eliot, and
Joseph Conrad, as well as discussions of the Greek language and the
modern essay. The second series features essays on John Donne, Daniel
Defoe, Dorothy Osborne, Mary Wollstonecraft, and Thomas Hardy,
among others.
GOD Works Through Faith - Robert A Russell 2022-07-06
GOD Works Through Faith, originally published in 1957, is a book by
Robert A Russell. Dr. Robert A Russell was an extraordinary author and
possessed a mysterious ability to make the most difficult spiritual
subjects easy to understand and apply. Robert was a prolific author with
over 16 titles to his credit. He maintains a loyal following to this day and
has published dozens of New Thought works on grief, faith, fear, vice,
and many other inspirational subjects. This title talks about issues
related to faith, particularly the definition of faith, how it works and what
it does to an individual. It teaches about the way in which God works and
more about what the power of Faith can accomplish.
The Seven Last Words - Fulton J. Sheen 2020-01-30
Christ spoke seven times from the pulpit of the cross he was crucified on.
Collectively known as The Seven Last Words, these brief but profound
sayings offer eternal wellsprings of wisdom and spiritual revelation for
all. In this classic work Fulton J. Sheen insightfully examines each of the
seven sayings in depth. His simple, meditative essays provide a
wonderfully valuable study aid for understanding the Passion, an
instructive guide for prayer, and a perfect starting point for spiritual selfreflection. Analyzes the relation between the seven recorded words that
Mary spoke in the Gospels and seven last words of her Son as He hung
on the cross. Fulton J. Sheen was unparalleled in his ability to combine
theology, devotion, and the profoundest reflections on the central events
of the Christian narrative. Displayed here in full are the literary and
rhetorical skills of one of the greatest preachers of the 20th century. This
unabridged Sheen's edition will become a source of inspiration anyone
with spiritual aspirations will treasure.
The Art of Money Getting - PT Barnum 2020-10-20
PT Barnum (1810–91) is best known for forming the circus that came to
be known as ‘The Greatest Show on Earth’. A brash, larger-than-life
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entrepreneur, he transformed the nature of commercial entertainment in
the nineteenth century, from his private museum of curiosities to his bigtop extravaganzas. Towards the end of his illustrious career, the
renowned showman shared the secrets to his success in ‘The Art of
Money Getting’ or, Golden Rules for Making Money. As relevant today as
it was upon its 1880 publication, this guide to prosperity offers practical
advice rather than get-rich-quick schemes. Barnum asserts that there are
no shortcuts to affluence; instead, he stresses the importance of virtue as
a foundation for wealth. His suggestions for the development of
character and for cultivating habits that will insure financial security
range from choosing the right vocation and avoiding debt to preserving
integrity and maintaining courtesy. This book of timeless counsel from a
legendary impresario will prove a helpful companion to readers wishing
to make the most of their talents and opportunities.
Imperialism: the Highest Stage of Capitalism - Vladimir Ilich Lenin
2021-05-07
Vladimir Ilich Lenin’s Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism,
originally published in 1916, was one of the first attempts to account for
the increasing importance of the world market in the twentieth century.
The essay is a synthesis of Lenin’s modifications and developments of
economic theories that Karl Marx formulated in ‘Das Kapital’. This
remarkable Marxist text explains fully the inescapable flaws and
destructive power of Capitalism. Lenin offers a predictive scenario of a
world shaken by competitive instability, warfare and crisis, dominated by
monopolies, the merging of finance and industrial capital, and fierce
territorial competition. Its pertinence is now greater than ever. Lenin
vaticinated that those third world countries used merely as capitalist
labour would have no choice but to join the Communist revolution in
Russia. His theoretical framework remains the best method for
understanding recent global developments.
The Science of Living - Alfred Adler 2020-04-10
The Science of Living (Published in 1930) looks at Individual Psychology
as a science. Adler discusses the various elements of Individual
Psychology and its application to everyday life. This book includes
sections on the inferiority complex, the superiority complex, and other
related aspects like love, marriage, sex and sexuality, and the education
of children. Concrete, particular, unique human beings are the subjects
of this psychology, and it can only be truly learned from the men, women
and children we meet. The supreme importance of this contribution to
modern psychology is due to the manner in which it reveals how all the
activities of the soul are drawn together into the service of the individual,
how all his faculties and strivings are related to one end. This is an
important book in the history of psychoanalysis and Adlerian therapy.
The Pictorial Key to the Tarot - AE Waite 2022-07-06
First published in 1911, ‘The Pictorial Key to the Tarot’ is a guide to the
divinatory tarot deck by A.E. Waite. An American-born British poet and
mystic, Waite is famed for co-creating the Rider-Waite tarot deck,
sometimes referred to as the Rider-Waite-Smith deck. While there were
many tarot decks created and distributed around the world prior to this,
the Rider-Waite deck was the first to become widely famous. It was also
the first to illustrate all 78 cards fully when most decks only illustrated
the 22 Major Arcana cards. Waite extensively researched the significance
of each card’s symbolism and deeper meaning as part of the creation of
the deck and shares these insights in “The Pictorial Key to the Tarot”. In
addition to a discussion of the significance of each card and the images
that appear on it, Waite also includes instructions on how to conduct a
reading. Waite’s guide remains as useful as when it was first written a
century ago and is an essential addition to the library of anyone who
practices the tarot or wishes to learn more about its meaning.
Thus Spoke Zarathustra - Friedrich Nietzsche 2022-08-26
First published in 1883, ‘Thus Spoke Zarathustra’ is a work of
philosophical fiction by Friedrich Nietzsche, a German philosopher,
cultural critic, and philologist whose work has exerted a profound
influence on modern intellectual history. The book chronicles the
fictitious travels and speeches of Zarathustra. Zarathustra's namesake
was the Persian founder of Zoroastrianism, usually known in English as
Zoroaster. Nietzsche is undoubtedly showing a ‘new’ or ‘different’
Zarathustra, one who turns traditional morality on its head. This 19thcentury literary masterpiece, tremendously influential in the arts and in
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philosophy, uses the Persian religious leader to voice the author's views,
including the introduction of the controversial doctrine of the
Übermensch, or ‘superman’, a term later perverted by Nazi
propagandists. A passionate, quasi-biblical style is used to enlighten
readers.
Annihilation of Caste - Dr B.R. Ambedkar 2020-10-22
B.R. Ambedkar’s Annihilation of Caste is one of the most important, yet
neglected, works of political writing from India. Written in 1936, it is an
audacious denunciation of Hinduism and its caste system. Ambedkar – a
figure like W.E.B. Du Bois – offers a scholarly critique of Hindu
scriptures, scriptures that sanction a rigidly hierarchical and iniquitous
social system. The world’s best-known Hindu, Mahatma Gandhi,
responded publicly to the provocation. The hatchet was never buried.
Man: The Dwelling Place of God - AW Tozer 2020-04-09
Man: the Dwelling Place of God, A.W. Tozer reveals what it truly means
to have Christ within us. It is such a private, intimate place that no one
can intrude but Christ, and even He will enter only through an invitation
of faith. Once the Spirit enters the core of the believer's heart and
establishes residence there, man becomes a true child of God. What it
truly means to have Christ within us – like leaving your old life behind,
understanding the Bible, making godly choices, loving God for Himself,
Christian fellowship, and more.
The Woman's Bible - Elizabeth Cady Stanton 2022-07-07
‘The Woman's Bible’ was published by Elizabeth Cady Stanton and a
committee of other women in 1895. Struggling for women’s rights in the
nineteenth century, the early feminists were constantly told that the
Bible ordains woman's sphere as helper to man and woman’s status as
inferior to man. Having heard this throughout her decades of labor in the
women’s rights movement, Elizabeth Cady Stanton determined to
investigate the Bible and what it really says about women. She attempted
to obtain the assistance of a number of female scholars of Hebrew and
Greek, but several turned her down, fearing that their reputations would
be compromised and others were afraid to critique the Bible for religious
reasons. Stanton finally chose a committee of women she believed would
make a valuable contribution, primarily based on her perception of their
liberal ideas and ability to make sense out of what they read. This was
the “Revising Committee” that shared billing with Stanton for the work.
Stanton herself, however, wrote most of the commentary, and it contains
her own beliefs and values. ‘The Woman’s Bible’ failed to be accepted as
a major work of biblical scholarship, though it became a best-seller.
Behind the Scenes, or, Thirty Years a Slave, And Four Years in the
White House - Elizabeth Keckley 2022-08-24
First published in 1868, ‘Behind the Scenes, or, Thirty Years a Slave, And
Four Years in the White House’ is both a slave narrative and a portrait of
the First Family, especially Mary Todd Lincoln by Elizabeth Keckley, a
successful seamstress, civil activist, and author in Washington, DC. She
was born into slavery and experienced a traumatic upbringing riddled
with physical and sexual violence. Keckley discloses the adversities of
slavery and the changing political climate in Washington amongst the
country’s most powerful couple, Abraham and Mary Lincoln. Keckley had
unprecedented access, giving insight into their state during and after the
Civil War. This is a difficult story of one woman’s unshakable drive.
Despite her limiting circumstances, Keckley earned her freedom and
became a successful entrepreneur. It’s an inspiring tale that provides a
personal account of one of the most volatile times in American history.
As a Man Thinketh - James Allen 2018-05-18
What we believe makes who we are. James Allen explains this and then
shows us how to live happier, wealthier, and more fulfilling lives. Join the
millions of people have already found the pathway to wealth and
fulfillment with this book. In this concise work, Allen offers a simple yet
elegant message about the innate power of control we all possess. Allen
reveals how our thoughts shape our character, and manifest themselves
in our finances, health, appearance, and environment. The choice is
yours: either master your thoughts and create the life you want; or
remain mired in negativity, frustration, and failure. CONTENTS: Chapter
1 : Thought and Character Chapter 2 : Effect of Thought on
Circumstances Chapter 3 : Effect of Thought on Health and the Body
Chapter 4 : Thought and Purpose Chapter 5 : The Thought-Factor in
Achievement Chapter 6 : Visions and Ideals Chapter 7 : Serenity
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